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Press Release
 
 
United Students conducts consultations with assorted students groups: consensus on opposition to OBC reservations. Challenge to student wings of political party to take a stand. Youth For Justice joins the brigade. 
 
 
New Delhi, May 1st, 2006: United Students has conducted extensive discussions with various students groups including those partly in favour of reservations to attempt a consensus on the issue of a coordinated opposition to the extension of reservations to new categories over the last three days. 
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Today at a press meet convened to deliver the common points of agreement which was attended by members of another youth forum calling themselves Youth For Justice, the following points were released:
 
	That the OBC quota is likely to be susceptible to political manipulation to include dubious categories as in the case of ' Jats' in Rajasthan.

 
	That the Mandal Commission of 1978 can by no reasonable account be held relevant for 3 decades later and must either be categorically rejected as recommendations that are vastly out of place in the context of the India of 2006 and beyond or at the very least it must be subjected to a serious revision. 

 
	That all established political parties through their student wings such as NSUI, ABVP, SFI etc. should state clearly if they are for the proposed extensions for the OBCs or not and should they be in opposition of our viewpoint, we intend to work collectively with all students of DU to work against them at the time of DUSU elections. The actions we may take under this head will be discussed later as the issue evolves. file_4.png
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	That we support and extend full co-operation to any or all groups representing our viewpoint on this issue. However, recognising the importance of multiple groups working in tandem, we would encourage groups with separate identities to continue to work on this issue in the manner that suits them best. 

 
The group has also indicated that a Delhi College Students Conference is scheduled for the 6th May to confederate opinion on the future actions of the collective students body of Delhi. It was also informed that a letter seeking an appointment with the President of India had been sent, and has been received by the President's office for consideration to present a petition that ahs been signed by thousands of students across the country. 


